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Summarized Results of the Public Opinion Survey  

on the Public's View on the Seventh Chiang-Chen Talks 

(October 22 to 24, 2011) 

 

� Over 70 percent of the public are satisfied with the results of the negotiations 

on the Cross-Strait Nuclear Power Safety Cooperation Agreement. 

� With regards to the Cross-Strait Investment Protection Agreement, nearly 80 

percent of the public approve the government's principle that "it is better to 

sign a good agreement than an early one" in promoting negotiations. 

Moreover, 82.9 percent of the public support the government's continued 

negotiations with mainland China. 

� Over 80 percent of the public support continued institutionalized cross-strait 

negotiations to resolve cross-strait exchange issues.  

� The majority of the public affirms that the 16 agreements signed between the 

two sides through institutionalized negotiations protect Taiwan's interests 

(60.9 percent) and uphold national sovereignty (56.3 percent).  

 

I. Survey Background and Methods  

 To understand the Taiwan people's views on the Seventh Chiang-Chen Talks, the 

MAC commissioned the China Credit Information Service to conduct a telephone 

survey of adults aged 20 and over in the Taiwan Area from October 22 to 24, 2011. A 

total of 1,072 effective samples were collected, with a sampling error of 2.99 percent 

based on a 95 percent confidence level.  

 

II. Major Findings  

(1) Views on the results of the negotiations on the Cross-Strait Nuclear Power 

Safety Cooperation Agreement 

 Regarding the signing of the Cross-Strait Nuclear Power Safety Cooperation 

Agreement and the negotiation results of establishing a "nuclear power safety 

information exchange mechanism" and an "emergency accident reporting 

mechanism," 71.3 percent of the public feel satisfied while 19.7 percent feel 

unsatisfied.  
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 As for the specific content of the Agreement, 74.1 percent of the public believe 

that the reduction of nuclear plant accidents through cross-strait information and 

experience exchange and cooperation in this field will be conducive to the public's 

safety and the environmental ecology. Furthermore, 77.2 percent of the public believe 

that, in the event of a nuclear plant accident, the ability of the two sides to 

immediately notify the other side through an emergency reporting mechanism so that 

preventive and response measures can be adopted is conducive to protecting the life 

and property of the public.  

 

(2) Views on the Cross-Strait Investment Protection Agreement 

 Due to the broad scope of the Cross-Strait Investment Protection Agreement, the 

government is proceeding with negotiations under the principle that "it is better to 

sign a good agreement than an early one" to strengthen protections for the rights, 

interests, and personal safety of the Taiwan people investing in the Mainland, This 

approach is approved by 78.5 percent of the public, while 17.9 percent disapprove. In 

addition, 82.9 percent of the public support continued negotiations between the 

government and mainland China on the Cross-Strait Investment Protection 

Agreement.  

 Regarding the phased results achieved on the Cross-Strait Investment Protection 

Agreement during this round of cross-strait talks, 71.4 percent of the public feel 

satisfied with this progress.  

 

(3) Views on institutionalized cross-strait negotiations  

 Over 80 percent (84.8 percent) of the public support the handling of issues 

related to cross-strait exchanges through institutionalized negotiations, higher than the 

percentage (13.0 percent) not supporting this. 

 

(4) Views on the effects on Taiwan's interests and national sovereignty brought 

by the signed agreements 

 60.9 percent of the public believe that the 16 agreements signed through 

institutionalized negotiations over the past more than three years protect Taiwan's 

interests, and 56.3 percent believe they uphold Taiwan's national sovereignty.  

 

 


